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want to make it to the top of the most wanted list? drive like the pros. in the first
mission, youll need to sneak up on a target, knock him out, and then steal his car. your
driving skills are just as important as the gadgets you equip, so if you dont have any,

youll have to steal one. bump your way to the top of the most wanted list. the faster you
drive, the more points youll earn. these points will help you climb the most wanted list.
this is a fast-paced, fast-moving game, and your best bet is to upgrade your car to earn
more points. the more wanted events are divided into two categories: accomplishments

and events. the accomplishments are available at all times. once you complete one, youll
receive a reward, and it will help you move up the most wanted list. the events are
unlocked by completing accomplishments and are available in a limited-time event.

choose your weapon wisely. you will find yourself in a variety of situations. if youre using
a sniper rifle, youre mostly going to play in close quarters with no visibility. if youre using

a machine gun, youll need to blast cars from a distance. on the most wanted list, youll
see the cars that have been taken down by the police. you can also see the number of

points that have been added to your score. the number of points youre earning is
displayed at the top of the screen. need for speed: rivals is the first game in the need for

speed franchise to support cross-platform multiplayer. car-to-car and car-to-
infrastructure transfers are supported. on-line functionality is supported in "easy" mode
and can be disabled in "hard" mode. the game also supports the use of internet-enabled

devices. in-game advertising is supported through need for speed: rivals heat, which
allows players to contribute to the game by competing for cash and rewards, which can

be redeemed for game content.
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in the title's single-player campaign, players can either choose to pursue a career in
street racing, investigate corruption within the police force, or complete side missions to

earn cash and complete the blacklist (renamed to most wanted list). players are
frequently faced with a choice to "race or die". failure to avoid pursuit or hit an

obstruction results in a high-speed crash. when pursued, the player must either evade
the police or pull off "stunts" to gain speed points and boost their advantage in speed

points over the other racers on the blacklist. while on the blacklist, players are visited by
three in-game cameras - hot spot camera, satellite camera, and view camera. the hot
spot camera can be used to upload photos or video to the site, while the view camera

allows the player to observe any blacklist vehicles they wish. the satellite camera assists
in their evasion as it shows the position of police cars on the map and how close they
are. players can also boost the performance of their cars. they have three options to

boost engine power: turbo, nitro, and nitrous oxide. the increase in engine power assists
in the player's ability to perform stunts, evade pursuit, and pull off "stunts" to gain speed

points. chase - the title's format of free-roaming open-world. now players can hit the
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throttle and make a clean getaway, as they fight to become most wanted. the player can
drive anywhere they wish at any time. all streets are safe from the authorities, the player
can jump tall buildings, swim through water, even land an airplane if they're so inclined.
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